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Editorial overview
Preface
Giorgio Ausiello celebrated his 60th birthday on July 30 2001, and the Journal of Dis-
crete Algorithms is devoting a special issue to him. This issue contains articles that were
submitted on the day of his 60th birthday, and that come from some of the research areas to
which he has contributed. All the papers that appear in this volume were selected and refer-
eed according to the high standards of the Journal of Discrete Algorithms. In particular, the
paper authored by Alberto Marchetti Spaccamela was handled by Giuseppe F. Italiano, and
the paper authored by Giuseppe F. Italiano was handled by Alberto Marchetti Spaccamela.
We are grateful to Journal of Discrete Algorithms, for making this volume possible, to
all the colleagues who submitted their manuscripts, and to the anonymous referees who
helped us in evaluating the submissions.
We begin with a few words about Giorgio Ausiello’s achievements. Giorgio was born
in Dogliani, Italy, on July 30 1941. He received his Degree in Physics at the Università
di Roma “La Sapienza” in 1966, with a Thesis on “Lambda calculus based programming
languages for hybrid computers”, under the supervision of Corrado Böhm. After his gradu-
ation, Giorgio held research positions at the Istituto per le Applicazioni del Calcolo (IAC),
and at the Istituto di Analisi dei sistemi e Informatica (IASI), both research centers of the
Italian National Research Council (CNR). In 1972 he was one of the founders of the Euro-
pean Association for Theoretical Computer Science (EATCS) and since then he has been
a member of the EATCS Council. In 1974, Giorgio went back to academia and joined the
Università di Roma “La Sapienza” as an associate professor, and become full professor in
1980. This is where we both met him for the first time, as students in Electrical Engineer-
ing in the Università di Roma “La Sapienza”. In 1996 Giorgio was elected member of the
Academia Europaea and in 2004 received a Doctorate Honoris Causa from University of
Paris-Dauphine in France.
During all these years, Giorgio has worked in so many areas that our brief description
here cannot do justice to his many research contributions, which span over a wide variety
of domains: theory of programming, database theory, computational complexity, algorith-
mics, and discrete optimization.
Giorgio’s early contributions fall in the area of theory of programming, where he con-
tributed to design and to develop the first LISP interpreter in Italy and took part in the
development of one of the earliest symbolic manipulation systems. He further studied the
relationship between the computation models of LISP, of lambda calculus and of related
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treatment of symbolic manipulation systems in the framework of abstract data types.
His interests moved next to computational complexity, where he proposed a variation
of Blum’s axioms for abstract complexity measures. In this area, he investigated the com-
plexity of functions defined by multiple recurrence relations, and, for the first time, applied
Gold’s notion of limiting approximation in the context of the complexity classes P and
PSPACE.
Giorgio then started to investigate the approximability of NP-hard optimization prob-
lems. In this field, he contributed to the characterization of problems that can be efficiently
approximated and problems that are hard to approximate and established relationships be-
tween structural and approximability properties of problems. In particular, he introduced
for the first time new measures of the quality of approximation and the notions of struc-
ture preserving reducibility and of approximation preserving reducibility, and proved the
existence of complete problems in the class of NP optimization problems.
His next area of interest was mainly related algorithmics, and in particular he in-
vestigated problems arising from database theory. He introduced the notion of directed
hypergraphs (a generalization of directed graphs) and studied the complexity and the de-
sign of efficient algorithms for static and dynamic solutions of the transitive closure, the
transitive reduction, the shortest hyperpath problem. He applied directed hypergraph al-
gorithms to a wide variety of problems such as minimization of functional dependency in
databases, satisfiability of propositional Horn clauses and truth maintenance in fuzzy Horn
logics. He used the techniques developed for directed hypergraphs to solve many problems
relevant to database theory: establishing equivalence among databases both from an inten-
sional and from an extensional point of view, determining minimum equivalent database
schemes, and acyclicity in database schemes.
His research interests next focused on dynamic and on-line algorithms: in the field of
dynamic graph algorithms he investigated the problem of efficiently maintaining graphs
in a dynamic setting, in which edges can be inserted and/or deleted, and, in particular,
he provided efficient algorithms for maintaining shortest paths. In the area of on-line al-
gorithms he studied on-line versions of the traveling salesman problem, laying down the
foundations for a large number of subsequent papers, by several authors, devoted to on-line
vehicle routing problems.
In this special occasion, we wish to thank Giorgio for what he has taught us throughout
these years: we have been very fortunate to have him as an advisor and as a close friend.
As the years go by, we are happy to see that Giorgio’s deep scientific curiosity and his
continuous desire to tackle new challenges are keeping him very young and vigorous.
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